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Rin is sure that something is wrong with her...something really bad. Something that is keeping her

from feeling at home in the Forest homestead where she's lived all her life. Something that is

keeping her from trusting herself with anyone at all. When her brother Razo returns from the city for

a visit, she accompanies him to the palace, hoping that she can find peace away from home. But

war has come to Bayern again, and Rin is compelled to join the queen and her closest allies -

magical girls Rin thinks of as the Fire Sisters - as they venture into the Forest toward Kel, the land

where someone seems to want them all dead. Many beloved Bayern characters reappear in this

story, but it is Rin's own journey of discovering how to balance the good and the bad in herself that

drives this compelling adventure.
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Is amazing The fourth book in this series It is also a great stand alone book as are all the other

books in the Bayern series but it makes more sense to read them all here 're the other books for

your information and enjoyment: The Goose Girl - Isi's Story of how she became the princess of

Bayern 1st (first) book in the series wonderful book: Enna Burning - Enna's story of the war between

two country's and Enna's part in it. She also learns about how to create and control fire (but will she

learn fast enough before it destroys her?). In this story you'll learn about treachery love and most of

all friendship. 2nd (second): River of Secrets - This story mostly takes place in Tira the place that

Bayern has recently had war with. Surprisingly this is Razo's story ( I know right I thought that this



was a all girls party too) In this book he meets the mysterious and beautiful Dasha whom with he

discovers a deadly plot that could destroy all of Bayern! 3rd (third)That's all the books there is or at

least for now Who knows maybe there's more? Just kidding that's all there is or at least I think so.

Anyways check out some of the other Shannon Hale books like Princess Academy and its sequel

Princess Academy Palace of stone, also there's Ever after high which I think all young girls would

enjoy between the ages 9- 16, Another book is Book of a thousand days which is great. I LOVED

these books and plan on reading more Shannon Hale. That's it I guess so bye hope you liked my

review. Look at some of my other ones.

I have ravished this series! From the very first novel "Goose Girl" I was enthralled by the courage

and dignity of the main character Isi and her cohorts. This being the fourth installment in the series,

you can say I was invested :) This is actually my favorite novel aside from the first. I love the

relatability I find with this book's heroine Rin. Not to mention the twists and turns and evil return of

assumed, once-dead characters! EEP! Just read the series!

This novel is the finale to the Books of Bayern. The series is fantastic! And the finale does not

disappoint. I was a little thrown off during the third book when it was about Razo, but this fourth one

restores all your faith in the series. It is about Razo's sister and her finding herself. She is a little

younger than most of the characters, but it makes her all the sweeter to read about.The story differs

in that Rin isn't necessarily battling abilities that she has (as all the other characters were), at least

not at first. Rin is trying to find out where she belongs in this world. She makes you think about what

matters in life and how important friends and family are, especially when you are learning how to

use your talents.

This is the 4th book in the Bayern series and revolves around Rin, younger sister to Razo. Rin has

been fairly content with her life, but when an encounter with a boy ending in a kiss, leaves her

worried and disconnects her with her beloved forest, she ventures to the city with her brother. She

takes on the role of one of the handmaidens to Queen Isi, and is enamored with the boy prince.

When she suspects that one of the other handmaidens has ulterior motives against the prince, she

acts to protect him. Rin becomes entangled with the mysterious goings-on in a nearby kingdom and

must help when an old adversary of the Queen appears. Rin must learn to trust in her own skills and

the balance that she receives from the forest if she is going to be able to help save the people she

loves. While it took me a little while to get into the story, the author has done a lovely job in creating



a unique addition to the world of Bayern, while giving us a taste of the characters that we loved from

the previous stories.

This was my least favorite book in the series, mostly because I found Rin the least likable

protagonist / the most difficult to relate to. I did like that all of the characters from the earlier books

were very involved in the story though, and I like that the girls were able to save themselves. The

main thing that bothered me about the book (besides not loving Rin), was how long it took the

characters to figure out some pretty obvious things. All in all this was a fine conclusion to the series,

since it brought everything together nicely, but it was my least favorite installment.

I had somehow not gotten this book when it first came out, which is a shame, because Shannon

Hale is a very talented writer. I enjoyed this book quite a lot. Not quite as much as some of the ones

before it in this series, but it is up there. The condition of the book seemed a little off, the binding

seemed a little loose, but altogether a great buy.

The story itself is great. Delightful sibling humor and pranks. A tense journey through the country to

find an evil opportunist. And best of all some unique magical talents.Our narrator is a fifteen year

old, struggling with severe growing pains. This was very tedious to me. I don't believe we needed to

know every single thought that went through her mind. Over and over again, making very little

progress. Thank heaven she's pretty much worked through her fears! I'm definitely going to read the

next book as I believe it will be much better now that she's gotten her head straightened out! Great

potential for a fun and exciting series.

I've heard lots of people say that this was their least favorite of the books of Bayern. I have the

opposite approach. Maybe it's because I am/was just as shy and confused as Rin. It's my opinion

that if there's someone out there who's really reserved that you want to understand better, this is a

good book to read.The text is of course the most important part of a book, but I have to admit that I

own two copies because I had to have the cover that matches all the others, especially if it's one of

my favorite books of all time. The Special Edition cover captures the feeling of the story and the

seclusion of Rin much more effectively for me.
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